CHAPTER IV

4.1 Conclusion

In this globalization era, media is one of important supports in all activities. Media contains a lot of information, which helps to prepare for what happen with the world today. Information about politics, economy, sport, business and so on can be found in mass media. Mass media divides into printed media and broadcast media. Now, media has become a necessity for people in learning and getting information. That is the main reason why media companies still exist until right now.

Newspaper is one of printed media, which still exist right now. That is because media always provides update, fact, actual and fresh news every day. Newspaper provides a lot of information from politics, economics, sport, business, celebrity, trade, fashion and so on. This aspect has become the main strength of printed media especially newspaper to compare with other media that use visualization effect.

One of the biggest newspaper companies in Indonesia is Jawa Pos. Jawa Pos is national newspaper companies that provides both national and international news in whole world. Jawa Pos has a lot of achieved from award in many categories. That makes Jawa Pos being a destination of the writer’s internship. The writer did his internship as a translator at Sportainment Division started from 24th July until 21st August 2017.

During the internship in Jawa Pos, the writer had many experiences. She learned a lot of about how to make a good translation especially in Sportainment Division. The writer could apply her skill in translation of the articles from English into Bahasa because she had responsibility to produce sport news. Then, the writer also had a chance to improve her soft skill in Jawa Pos likes communication in business situation, discipline and socializing. The writer feels so proud for being a part of Jawa Pos as a big newspaper company.
4.2 Suggestion

4.2.1 Suggestion for Jawa Pos

The writer suggests Jawa Pos to improve a young potential. Then, I hope Jawa Pos will always be a benchmark for becoming a good newspaper companies. Last, I hope Jawa Pos always presents news which always fresh, innovative and actual.

4.2.2 Suggestion for D III English Diploma

The writer hopes that D III Language will be better so there is no one will be underestimating it. Then, give more lessons to be able to develop soft skills.